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You can also find us on:

JOIN THE FIGHTJOIN THE FIGHTJOIN THE FIGHT
AGAINST AGAINST AGAINST MARITALMARITALMARITAL

CAPTIVITY!CAPTIVITY!CAPTIVITY!
Do research 

Start painting the situation in your country. Is
forced marriage illegal in your country? Then
you can fight for the broadening of the
definition of a forced marriage to include
marital captivity.

Raise awareness 
Raise awareness through storytelling, writing
opinion pieces, approaching media and building
coalitions. Also, use social media such as
Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn and your
website to draw (inter)national attention to the
issue. Use the hashtag: #StopMaritalCaptivity 

Network/Lobby 
Build or use your network of politicians to place
the issue of marital captivity on the political
agenda. Address the situation at the CEDAW
Committee by speaking on how your country
does not take measures to combat marital
captivity and is therefore in violation of article
16.  

How can we help each other? 
1. Share each other’s messages, information
and stories. 
2. Share our networks and connect; we need a
strong base of support to achieve this change! 
3. Let's get in touch! 

Let's work together to reach our ultimate
goal: to stop marital captivity! 



ISISIS      THERE ATHERE ATHERE A
SOLUTION FORSOLUTION FORSOLUTION FOR

MARITAL CAPTIVITY?MARITAL CAPTIVITY?MARITAL CAPTIVITY?

WHOWHOWHO      DEALS WITHDEALS WITHDEALS WITH
MARITAL CAPTIVITY?MARITAL CAPTIVITY?MARITAL CAPTIVITY?

WHAT ISWHAT ISWHAT IS   MARITALMARITALMARITAL
CAPTIVITY?CAPTIVITY?CAPTIVITY?

She is unable to start new relationships
or remarry, facing exclusion and
stigmatization from her community. 
Her husband can claim her day and
night, as a wife´s marital obedience is
the norm in patriarchal communities. 
She can be prosectued for bigamy and
adultery in her country of origin if she
enters a new relationship. 
In countries where women fall under
male guardianship, they are not allowed
to travel without their husband's
permission nor renew her passport, 
 preventing them from visiting family and
loved ones. 

The right to marry is a fundamental human
right. So is the right to divorce and
remarry. Marital captivity is forced marriage:
it forces women to stay in a marriage they
don't want to be in. A woman's rights to
marry, divorce and remarry are enshrined in: 

ECHR, Art. 8 and 12
CEDAW, Art. 16 

Istanbul Convention, Art. 37 
 
 

Marital captivity is violence against women.
The consequences that victims face heavily
impact their lives. 

 

WHYWHYWHY      ISISIS
MARITAL CAPTIVITYMARITAL CAPTIVITYMARITAL CAPTIVITY

URGENT?URGENT?URGENT?


